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The paper reviews studies on the representations and expansions of weighted pseudoinverse matrices
with positive semidefinite weights and on the construction of iterative methods and regularized
problems for the calculation of weighted pseudoinverses and weighted normal pseudosolutions based
on these representations and expansions. The use of these methods to solve constrained least squares
problems is examined.
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INTRODUCTION
The paper [1], which addresses weighted pseudoinversion with positive definite weights, reviews the literature on
various forms of pseudoinversion and indicates some applications of weighted pseudoinverses and weighted normal
pseudosolutions. The present paper deals with weighted pseudoinversion with singular weights and will pay special attention
to the relevant publications. Ward et al. were the first to define a weighted pseudoinverse matrix with singular (positive
semidefinite) weights in [2], where they established necessary and sufficient conditions for a unique weighted pseudoinverse
matrix with singular weights to exist. In a number of studies (for example, [3–5]), ML-weighted pseudoinversion was
analyzed. Under some assumptions, ML-weighted pseudoinverses and weighted pseudoinverses with singular weights
defined in [2] coincide. In what follows, we will consider the weighted pseudoinversion defined in [2], unless otherwise
specified.
The paper is a review. It is mainly based on the authors’ papers that develop the theory of weighted pseudoinversion
and analyze the properties of weighted pseudoinverses and weighted normal pseudosolutions with singular weights, derive
and study representations and expansions of weighted pseudoinverses with singular weights, and use these representations
and expansions of weighted pseudoinverses to construct and study iterative methods and regularized problems to compute
weighted pseudoinverses with singular weights and weighted normal pseudosolutions with singular weights and to solve
constrained least-squares problems.
The paper consists of seven sections. Section 1 is auxiliary. It presents definitions and notation, introduces matrix and
vector norms, and considers the properties of weighted pseudoinverses with singular weights and symmetrizable matrices
with degenerate symmetrizers. Section 2 represents weighted pseudoinverses in terms of the coefficients of characteristic
polynomials of symmetrizable and symmetric matrices and relates weighted pseudoinverses to weighted normal
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pseudosolutions. Section 3 derives and studies the expansions of weighted pseudoinverses into matrix power series and
matrix power products with positive exponents. Section 4 deals with the same problems as Sec. 3 but with negative
exponents. Moreover, polynomial limit representations of weighted pseudoinverse matrices are obtained and regularized
problems to compute the approximations to weighted pseudoinverses and weighted normal pseudosolutions with singular
weights are constructed and analyzed. Section 5 proposes and analyzes iterative processes with different rates of convergence
to compute the approximations to the solution of the above-mentioned problems. Section 6 gives formulas to represent a
weighted pseudoinverse with singular weights in terms of the Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse and partial forms of weighted
pseudoinverses. Section 7 adapts the methods of computing weighted normal pseudosolutions to construct solution
algorithms for constrained least-squares problems.
Throughout the paper, we assume that the scalars, vectors, matrices, and spaces are real.
1. DEFINITIONS, NOTATION, VECTOR AND MATRIX NORMS,
SYMMETRIZABLE MATRICES WITH DEGENERATE SYMMETRIZERS
Let us introduce the necessary notation and definitions. Let 
m n
be a set of real m n matrices. Let us define





















that satisfies the following four conditions:
AXA A XAX X BAX BAX XAC XAC
T T
   , , ( ) , ( ) . (1)
Ward et al. established in [2] that the system of matrix equations (1) has a unique solution if and only if
rk BA rk A rk AC rk A( ) ( ), ( ) ( )  , (2)




the Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse [6, 7] for the matrix A, defined as the unique matrix satisfying
conditions (1) for B C E  , where E is a unit matrix.
Denote by 
n
an n-dimensional vector space over the field of real numbers, where vectors are n  1matrices. Let H be
a symmetric positive definite or positive semidefinite matrix. Denote by 
n
H( ) a Euclidean space in the case of the positive
definite metric or a pseudoeuclidean space in the case of the nonnegative metric introduced by the scalar product
( , ) ( , )u Hu
H E
  , where ( , )u u v
E
T
  . We introduce a norm (seminorm) in 
n






. In the case of
the positive semidefinite matrix H, by  
n n





H H( ) ( )
 
 we will denote a subspace of vectors u
satisfying the condition











1 2 1 2/ /
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 ( ) for positive semidefinite matrices H, where p is an integer
or a fractional number.






, and H H
EE
1 2 1 2/ /
coincide [8], the seminorms | | | |
H












become norms in 
n










 , H be a symmetric positive definite or positive
semidefinite matrix of order m, V be a symmetric positive definite or positive semidefinite matrix of order n , and x be an
arbitrary vector from 
n
. Assume that
rk HA rk A rk AV rk A( ) ( ), ( ) ( )  . (4)
If H and V are positive definite matrices, then conditions (4) are surely satisfied.
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For a set of matrices A satisfying (4), let us introduce the norm by
| | | |
| | | |




















R , and the subscript denotes the dimension of the unit matrix. With such a definition, the norm of the
matrix A is











( )L is the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix L .
It is shown in [9] that the function | | | |
HV
defined by (5) provided that conditions (4) are satisfied is an additive





















 be symmetric positive semidefinite
matrices with one of the conditions below satisfied:
AMM AM M A MM B M MB B
EE EE EE EE
   
   , .
Then (see [10])
| | | | | | | | | | | |AB A B





Then, let us define the matrix norm for a square matrix [11]. Let A be an arbitrary square matrix of order n and H be a
symmetric positive semidefinite matrix of the same order and let these matrices satisfy the conditions
rk HA rk AH rk A( ) ( ) ( )  . (7)
Let us define the norm of the matrix A by
| | | |
| | | |




























where x is an arbitrary vector from 
n
H( ) .
For such a definition, the norm of the matrix A is
| | | | [ ( )]
max
/ / /







1 2 1 2 1 2
. (9)
Let A and B be square matrices of the same order, and one of the conditions below be satisfied:
AHH A HH B B
EE EE
 
 , , (10)
where H is a symmetric positive semidefinite matrix of the same order as the matrices A and B. Then
| | | | | | | | | | | |AB A B
H H H
 , (11)
i.e., if condition (7) and one of conditions (10) are satisfied, the function | | | |
H
defined by (8) is a multiplicative
matrix norm. Relationship (8) yields | | | | | | | | | | | | , ( )Ax A x x H
H H H
n
   , i.e., the matrix norm introduced by (8) is
consistent with the vector norm.
Remark 1. In view of (6) and (9), the matrix norm introduced by (8) for square matrices that satisfy conditions (7) is
a special case of the matrix norm introduced by (5) for rectangular matrices, which satisfies conditions (4) if we assume in




, and x H
n







| | | |A
H
introduced by (8).
Let us define symmetrizable matrices with positive semidefinite symmetrizers [11].
Definition 1. A square matrix U is called left(right)-symmetrizable with symmetric positive semidefinite matrices M
and N if the conditions MU U M
T
 , rk MU rk U( ) ( ) or UN NU
T
 , rk UN rk U( ) ( ) , respectively, are satisfied.
With the first equality in (1) and conditions (2), we can show that
rk BAX rk AX rk XAC rk XA( ) ( ), ( ) ( )  .
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Then the third condition in (1) together with the first condition in (2) and the fourth condition in (1) together with the
second condition in (2) will indicate, respectively, that the matrix AX is left-symmetrizable with the symmetrizer B, and
the matrix XA is right-symmetrizable with the symmetrizer C.
Symmetrizable matrices were defined and their properties were analyzed in a number of studies. The symmetrizers are
generally positive definite matrices. They are briefly characterized in [1]. The papers [12, 13] analyze H-symmetric matrices,
H being assumed symmetric nonsingular sign-indefinite matrix.
The papers [9, 10] analyze the properties of the matrix product of a matrix right-symmetrizable with a degenerate
symmetrizer by an arbitrary rectangular matrix and the properties of the matrix product of an arbitrary rectangular matrix by
a matrix left-symmetrizable with a degenerate symmetrizer, respectively. The results were used to establish the rate of
convergence of iterative processes. Let us formulate them as lemmas.




 satisfy the condition Ñ C Y Y
EE
1 2 1 2/ /





with a positive semidefinite symmetrizer C satisfy the condition Ñ C L L
EE
1 2 1 2/ /
 ; LY be a matrix satisfying the first condition




; and V be an arbitrary symmetric positive definite or positive semidefinite matrix of order m that satisfy
the second condition in (4) for the matrix LY . Then the relationship
| | | | | | | | | | | | ( )| | | |
/
LY L Y L Y
C V C C C V C V
EE EE EE EE




holds for the matrix LY  0, where  ( )L is the spectral radius of the matrix L.




 satisfy the condition YB B Y
EE
1 2 1 2/ /









1 2 1 2/ /
; YL be a matrix satisfying the second




; and H be an arbitrary symmetric positive definite or positive semidefinite matrix of order n
that satisfy the first condition in (4) for the matrix YL. Then the relationship
| | | | | | | | | | | | ( )| | |
/ / /











holds for the matrix YL  0.
To prove that the iterative processes converge, the paper [14] establishes some properties of symmetrizable matrices
as the following lemmas.
LEMMA 3. Let A and B be left- (right-) symmetrizable matrices with the same degenerate symmetrizer. For the
matrices AB or BA to be left- (right-) symmetrizable with the same symmetrizer, it is necessary and sufficient that the
matrices A and B are permutation ones.
Note that the papers [14, 15] present corollaries to Lemma 3 that consider some of its special cases.
LEMMA 4. Let the equalities CA A C
T
 and BC CB
T
 hold for matrices A and B, where A and B are nonsingular










1 2 1 2/ /
satisfied, the following equality holds for a matrix L
left-symmetrizable with a degenerate symmetrizer B:
| | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | [ (
/ /












 1 2 1 2
 )] , , , . . .
n
n  1 2 ,
and the equality
| | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
/ /







EE EE EE EE




1 2 1 2
n n
L n [ ( )] , , , . . . 1 2 ,
holds for a matrix L right-symmetrizable with a degenerate symmetrizer C provided that the condition C C L L
EE
1 2 1 2/ /
 is
satisfied.
In studying weighted pseudoinverses, one often uses the statement that the ranks of some matrices related to the
weighted pseudoinverse with singular weights for the matrix A are equal (see [10]).
















 1 2 1 2/ /
, C A BAC
T1 2 1 2/ /
, B AA B
BC EE
1 2 1 2/ / 
, and B ACA B
T1 2 1 2/ /
coincide.
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2. WEIGHTED PSEUDOINVERSION AND WEIGHTED NORMAL PSEUDOSOLUTION.
REPRESENTATION OF WEIGHTED PSEUDOINVERSES BY CHARACTERISTIC
POLYNOMIALS OF SYMMETRIZABLE MATRICES
As we mentioned above, the existence of a unique weighted pseudoinverse with positive semidefinite weights is
considered in [2], where the system of matrix equations (1) is proved to have a unique solution if and only if relations (2) for
the ranks of matrices hold. The papers [16, 10] represent a weighted pseudoinverse in terms of the coefficients of
characteristic polynomials of symmetrizable and symmetric matrices.
THEOREM 1. The matrix A
BC






where S f A BAC
T
 ( ) is a polynomial of the matrix A BAC
T
of the form
S A BAC A BAC E
k
T k T k
k








[( ) ( ) . . . ] , ( )13

p
, p n 1, . . . , , are the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial











is the last nonzero coefficient of this polynomial.
COROLLARY 1. It follows from (12) and (13) that the weighted pseudoinverse A
BC

with singular weights is also
representable by
A S CA B CA BS C S C A B CA B S B
BC
T T T T




1 2 1 2
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are polynomials of symmetric matrices:
S CA BA CA BA E
k






 	   
	 	 	
	
  [( ) ( ) . . . ] ,
S ACA B ACA B E
k






 	   
	 	 	
	
  [( ) ( ) . . . ] ,
S C A BAC C A BAC
k
T k T k
3
1 1 2 1 2 1
1
1 2 1 2 2
 	  
	 	 	
 [( ) ( ) . . .








S B ACA B B ACA B
k
T k T k
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1 1 2 1 2 1
1
1 2 1 2 2
 	  
	 	 	
 [( ) ( ) . . .
















A A CSA BA f CA BA
BC
T T





T k T k
k
T





[( ) ( ) . . . ],
AA ACSA B f ACA B
BC
T T
  ( )





T k T k
k
T





[( ) ( ) . . . ] .
COROLLARY 3. The equalities SA BACA A BACSA A
T T T T T













, and ACA B
T
is a product of two symmetric positive semidefinite
matrices, their eigenvalues are nonnegative and real [17].





















) commute, have a complete common system of
eigenvectors, and their null spaces coincide.
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Formula (12) was used to study the properties of weighted pseudoinverses with positive semidefinite weights,
including the substantiation of expansions of weighted pseudoinverses into matrix power series [9, 11, 18, 19] and matrix
power products [14, 15], and to obtain and analyze limit representations of weighted pseudoinverses [10].
Remark 2. Let rk A( )  1and conditions (2) be satisfied. Then rk A BAC
T
( )  1according to Lemma 6, and (12) and
(13) yield the formula A A BAC CA B
BC
T T 	
 [ ( )]tr
1
(where tr ( )L is the trace of the matrix L) to compute the weighted
pseudoinverse with singular weights for the matrix A of unit rank.
Let us relate weighted pseudoinverses to weighted normal pseudosolutions of systems of linear algebraic equations
(SLAE) and weighted least-squares solutions. Let
Ax f x f
n m
  , ,  , (14)





Definition 2. The vector x

that is a solution of the problem: find















(where B and C
EE

are symmetric positive semidefinite matrices) is called the weighted normal pseudosolution of
system (14) with singular weights.
Definition 3. The vector x
( , )1 3







(where B is a symmetric
positive semidefinite matrix) is called the weighted leastsquares solution of system (14) with singular weight B.





( , )1 3
 a matrix satisfying the conditions AYA A , ( )BAY BAY
T
 , and




 is a symmetric positive semidefinite matrix, and specify some properties of weighted
least-squares solutions and weighted normal pseudosolutions [11].
LEMMA 8. The vector x A f
B
( , ) ( , )1 3 1 3
 satisfies the condition
| | | | min | | | |
( , )








According to Lemma 8, the vector x A f
B
( , ) ( , )1 3 1 3
 minimizes the weighted norm of the residual of system (14), i.e.,
is the weighted least-squares solution with singular weight of this SLAE. However, such a solution is nonunique in the
general case. The statement below specifies the set of weighted least-squares solutions.
LEMMA 9. The set of vectors satisfying (16) is defined by the formula x A f E A A y
B
( , ) ( , ) ( )
( )
1 3 1 3 1
  	 , where y is




is a matrix satisfying the first condition in (1).
THEOREM 2 [11]. The vector x A f
BC
 
 is the unique solution of problem (15) i.e., the normal weighted
pseudosolution with singular weights of system (14).
3. EXPANSION OF WEIGHTED PSEUDOINVERSES
INTO MATRIX POWER SERIES AND PRODUCTS WITH POSITIVE EXPONENTS
To analyze matrix power series and matrix power products for convergence to weighted pseudoinverses, some studies
(for example, [20–22]) that deal with weighted pseudoinversion with positive definite weights use weighted singular value
decomposition of matrices formulated in [23]. For the same purpose, in studying weighted pseudoinversion with singular
(and with positive definite [24]) weights, the use is made of weighted pseudoinverses represented in terms of the coefficients
of characteristic polynomials of symmetrizable matrices, given in Sec. 2, spectral decomposition of symmetric matrices, and
the property of Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse for a product of two matrices [8]. The theorem below holds [11].
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 , symmetric positive semidefinite matrices B and C satisfying (2), and for a real
number  such that
0 2
1 2 1 2 1
 
	






the following relationship holds:














COROLLARY 4. Formula (18) yields the following relationships:










 	  	
 
   
0 0
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0 0








CA B E B ACA B B
0
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2/ / / /
( ) .
Remark 3. According to (17), the upper-bound estimate for  is determined by the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix
C A BAC
T1 2 1 2/ /
. Since nonzero eigenvalues of the product matrix do not vary after the permutation of multiplicand matrices





, B ACA B
T1 2 1 2/ /
, and ACA B
T
.
The following theorem is proved in [14] for expansions of weighted pseudoinverses with singular weights into matrix
power products.























is the maximum singular value of the matrix B AC
1 2 1 2/ /
), the following expansion of weighted
pseudoinverses with singular weights into matrix power product holds:













1 2 1 2 2 1 2/ / / /
( ){ } .
( )20
COROLLARY 5. Formula (20) yields the following relationships:
























































1 2 1 2 2 1 2/ / / /
( ){ } .
Remark 4. From (19), the upper-bound estimate for  is determined by the maximum singular value of the matrix
B AC
1 2 1 2/ /
. Then according to the definition of singular values (see, for example, [26]) and Remark 3, any of the maximum




, C A BAC
T1 2 1 2/ /
, B ACA B
T1 2 1 2/ /
, and ACA B
T





4. EXPANSIONS, POLYNOMIAL LIMIT REPRESENTATIONS
OF WEIGHTED PSEUDOINVERSES, AND PROBLEM REGULARIZATION
In this section, we propose and analyze expansions of weighted pseudoinverses with singular weights into matrix
power series and matrix power products with negative exponents and arbitrary positive parameters. We will relate these
expansions with polynomial limit representations of weighted pseudoinverses. To this end, we represent weighted
pseudoinverses in terms of the coefficients of characteristic polynomials of symmetrizable matrices, presented in Sec. 2, and
the property of the Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse for a product of two matrices [8]. The following theorem holds [19].













 satisfying conditions (2), and for a real number 0    , the following relationships hold:
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| | | | [ ( ) ] | |
, min
* / /
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1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
, p  1 2, , . . . , V, is any positive definite or positive








( )L is the minimum
nonzero eigenvalue of the matrix L .
COROLLARY 6. The estimate
| | | | [ ( ) ] | | | |
, max
*
A A CA BA A





























0 1 2 .




, where the matrix B
















The estimate (23) for any p  1 2, , . . . yields the following limit representation of weighted pseudoinverses with
singular weights:

















Remark 6. In formulas (23) and (24), we may replace the partial sum of infinite matrix power series with partial sums
of other matrix power series defined by (21).
To derive the formulas for expansion of weighted pseudoinverses into matrix power products, matrix identities
established by the lemmas below [19] were used.








 and a real number 0    , the following identity holds:
k
n























1 2 ( ) , , , . . . . (25)
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 and a real number 0    , the following identity holds:




























1 2 ( ) , , , . . . .
(26)
Given the assumptions of Theorem 5 and (21) and (25), we have the following expansion of weighted pseudoinverses
with singular weights into matrix power product:













0{ }  ( ) ( ) ,
( )
   .
(27)
Denote




















{ } B, n  1 2, , . (28)
Then with (25) and (23) we obtain
| | | | [ ( ) ] | |
, min
* ( )
A A CA BA A
















The estimate (29) for any n  1 2, , . . . yields the following limit representation of weighted pseudoinverses with
singular weights:











   
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Given the assumptions of Theorem 5 and (21) and (26), we have the expansion of weighted pseudoinverses with
singular weights into matrix power product:










   
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0{ }    .
(31)
Denote






















{ }, , ,n  1 2  . (32)
Then with (26) and (23) and Remark 6 we obtain
| | | | [ ( ) ] | |
, min
* ( )
A A ACA B A
















The estimate (33) for any n  1 2, , . . . yields the following limit representation of weighted pseudoinverses with
singular weights:












   













Definition 4 [19]. Limit representations (24), (30), and (34) are called polynomial limit representations of weighted
pseudoinverses with singular weights.
For p  1, (24) and Remark 6 yield monomial limit representations of weighted pseudoinverses with singular weights
analyzed in [10]. Expansions of weighted pseudoinverses with singular weights into matrix power series and matrix power
products for  
 1 are studied in [11] and [14], respectively.





p n , ,
,
 
may differ arbitrarily little from one another for a sufficiently small parameter , and the limit representations







. Formulas (22), (23), (29), and (33) estimate the proximity of weighted pseudoinverses and their approximate
values.
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The limit representations of weighted pseudoinverses can also be used to propose regularized problems on computing
weighted normal pseudosolutions with singular weights. First, let us consider a regularized problem to determine a weighted
normal pseudosolution of SLAE (14) based on formula (24). Theorem 2 and formula (24) yield an SLAE to compute the
approximation to a weighted normal pseudosolution of system (14) for a sufficiently small 














Since the matrix CA BA
T
is the product of two symmetric positive semidefinite matrices, its eigenvalues are
nonnegative and real [17]. Then the matrix ( )CA BA E
T p
  is nonsingular for   0 and, therefore, there exists a unique
solution of system (35). The theorem below estimates the error of an approximate solution [19].
THEOREM 6. Let x

be a weighted normal pseudosolution with positive semidefinite weights of system (14), and
x
p,
be a solution of system (35); then the following estimate is true:
| | | | [ ( ) ] | | | |
, min
*












To obtain a regularized problem of approximating the weighted normal pseudosolution of SLAE (14), we use formula
(30), which yields an SLAE to compute the approximation to a weighted normal pseudosolution with singular weights of


























( )  .
(37)
The theorem below estimates the error of the approximate solution [19].
THEOREM 7. Let x

be a weighted normal pseudosolution with singular weights of system (14), and x
n,
be a
solution of system (37); then the following estimate is true:
| | | | [ ( ) ] | | | |
, min
* ( )

















| | | | .
( )38
In [10] and [27] the authors considered regularized problems of computing weighted pseudoinverses and weighted
normal pseudosolutions with singular weights based on monomial limit representations (for p  1) and with positive definite
weights, respectively,. Regularized problems are assumed to be solved by well-known direct methods.
Let us consider another form of expansions of weighted pseudoinverses into matrix power series and matrix power
products, analyzed in [18] and [15], respectively. They may be an alternative to the expansions considered above. The
mathematics in this study is the representation of weighted pseudoinverses in terms of the coefficients of characteristic
polynomials of symmetrizable matrices presented in Sec. 2 and the property of the Moore–Penrose pseudoinversion for a
product of two matrices [8]. The theorem below holds [18].













 satisfying conditions (2), and for a real number 0    , the following expansions of weighted pseudoinverses
with singular weights into matrix power series hold:
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1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2/ / / /
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CA B E ACA B CA E BACA B
1 1
( ) ( ) . ( )39
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The following theorem is proved in [15].













 satisfying conditions (2), and for a real number 0    , the following expansion of weighted pseudoinverses
with singular weights into matrix power products hold:
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and
| | | | [ ( )]
, min
* / / ( )
A A C A BAC
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1 2 1 2 2 1 2
{ }( )
/ / ( ) /
 , n  1 2, , . . . .
COROLLARY 7. In (41), the finite number of multiplicands of the infinite matrix power product may be replaced
with a finite number of multiplicands of other matrix power products defined by (40), for example,























1 2{ }( ) , , , . . .
( )
 . ( )42
COROLLARY 8. With (41) and (42), for any n  1 2, , . . . , we have the following limit representation of a weighted
pseudoinverse:













   












Note that with (42), estimate (41), and the matrix identity (25), we have
| | | | [ ( )] | |
, min
* / /
A A C A BAC A












| | , ( )44




















equals to any of the partial sums of matrix
power series in the expansions of a weighted pseudoinverse according to (39).
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With (44), for any p  1 2, , . . . , we have the following limit representation of a weighted pseudoinverse:
















According to limit representations (43) and (45), weighted pseudoinverses with singular weights, and estimates (41)









may differ arbitrarily little from one another for a sufficiently large parameter ,
and the limit representations proposed can be used to compute the approximations to weighted pseudoinverses. The estimates
of proximity of weighted pseudoinverses and their approximate values are defined by (41) and (44).
The limit representations (43) and (45) of weighted pseudoinverses can be used to propose regularized problems to
compute weighted normal pseudosolutions with singular weights. For example, formula (45) and Theorem 2 yield an SLAE
to compute the approximation to a weighted normal pseudosolution of system (14) for a sufficiently large 













Thus, SLAE (46) may be an alternative for SLAE (35) for computing the approximation to a weighted normal
pseudosolution.




5. CONSTRUCTING ITERATIVE PROCESSES
Let us describe a technique of constructing iterative processes to compute weighted pseudoinverses and weighted
normal pseudosolutions with singular weights based on expansions of weighted pseudoinverses described in Secs. 3 and 4.
According to the definition (see, for example, [14]), we will construct iterative processes with various orders of the rates of
convergence.
Let us construct iterative processes based on the expansions with positive exponents described in Sec. 3. To construct
an iterative process of computing weighted pseudoinverses, we will first use the expansion (see Corollary 4)










( ) to obtain the iterative process [9]





0 1   	 
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 , ( ), , , . . . (47)








THEOREM 10. The iterative process (47) with  defined by (17) converges, and the estimate
| | | | | | | |A X q A X

















 ( ) 1, the matrix C appears in the definition of a weighted pseudoinverse




 is an arbitrary symmetric positive definite or positive semidefinite matrix







To construct the iterative process, we use the expansion of a weighted pseudoinverse into the matrix power product













{ }( ) , resulting in the iterative process
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THEOREM 11. The iterative process (48) with the parameter  defined by (17) converges, and the estimate
| | | | | | | |A X q A X









holds, where q and the matrices C and V are defined in Theorem 10.
Let us consider a technique of constructing iterative processes to compute weighted normal pseudosolutions. Put
x X f
k k
 , where the matrices X
k
are defined by (47). Then we obtain the iterative process
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to compute the approximation to x A f
BC
 
 . The following theorem holds [11].





, and the estimate













holds, where q and the matrix C are defined in Theorem 10.
To compute x

based on (48), we obtain the iterative process [14]
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, and the estimate









holds, where q and the matrix C are defined in Theorem 10.
The authors proposed in [14] and analyzed an iterative method of pth rate of convergence ( )p  2 to compute
weighted pseudoinverses















 , , , , . . . .
,
  (51)
THEOREM 14. The iterative process (51) with  defined by (17) converges, and the estimate
| | | | | | | |A X q A X

















holds, where q and the matrices C and V are presented in Theorem 10.
Remark 8. According to formula (17) and Remark 3, to implement iterative processes (47)–(51), one should know
the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix CA BA
T
or its upper-bound estimate. Since the eigenvalues of this matrix are
nonnegative,  ( ) ( )
max
CA BA CA BA
T T
 . However, for any matrix norm,  ( ) | | | |L L (see [17]); therefore, it is possible to




 | | | |CA BA
T

























 tr ( ) ; therefore, the iterative parameter  can be




 [ ( )]tr CA BA
T
.










CA BA CA BA
T T
.
Let us now consider a technique of constructing iterative processes based on the expansions with negative exponents






k T k T








 ( ) , which yields the iterative process
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The estimate of the proximity of the kth approximation by formula (52) to A
BC

is determined by (23), where p k
should be put. To construct an iterative process with a higher rate of convergence, we will use the expansion (27) of a
weighted pseudoinverse into a matrix power product, which results in the iterative process





























The estimate of the proximity of the kth approximation by (53) to A
BC

is determined by (29), where n k should be
put.
Let us now consider a technique of constructing iterative processes to compute weighted normal pseudosolutions.
Suppose x X f
k k
 , where the matrices X
k
are defined by (52). Then we obtain the iterative process
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The proximity of the kth approximation by (54) to x

is estimated by (36), where p k should be put.
We can rearrange the iterative process (54) as






0 1 2    
	
, , , , . . .  . (55)
To implement the iterative process (54), one should calculate the inverse matrix for the matrix CA BA E
T
  once, and
to implement the iterative process (55), one should solve a system of linear algebraic equations at each iteration. The choice
of an iterative method will apparently depend not so much on the amount of computation but on the error introduced by the
computations.
Note that putting B C E  in (55) yields an iterative process proposed and analyzed in [28] in solving ill-posed
problems for operator equations and called the iterative regularization method. In [29, 30], iterative regularization methods
are proposed and analyzed to solve problems of constrained pseudoinversion and 2-constrained pseudoinversion for operator
equations.
To construct the next iterative process with a higher rate of convergence, we again suppose x X f
k k
 , where the
matrices X
k
are now defined by (53). Then we obtain the iterative process





























The proximity of the kth approximation by (56) to x

can be estimated by formula (38), where n k should be put.
Remark 9. As follows from estimates (23), (29), (36), and (38), the error of the approximation to exact solutions of
problems depends on the number of iterations and the parameter . The parameter  should obviously be selected as small as
possible. However, its value is limited from above by the necessary accuracy of computation of the inverse matrix for the
matrix CA BA E
T
  .
Remark 10. The expansion of weighted pseudoinverses into matrix power series for computing the approximation to
a weighted normal pseudosolution results in the regularized problem (35) and iterative process (54). If k p and the value of
 is the same in all the cases, we theoretically have the same estimate of proximity of the approximate solution, obtained by
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two methods, to the exact solution. The choice of the method of computing an approximate solution of the problem will
apparently depend not so much on the amount of computation but on the error introduced by the computations. One can
similarly judge the methods obtained based on the expansion of weighted pseudoinverses into matrix power products.
Let us consider the construction of iterative processes based on expansions (39) and (40) proposed and analyzed in
[18] and [15], respectively. First, we will use one of the expansions (39) of a weighted pseudoinverse into a matrix power











( ) , which results in the iterative process [18]
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THEOREM 15. The iterative process (57) for 0    converges, and the estimate
| | | | | | | |
( )
A X q A












holds, where q A A E CA BA CA BA
BC
T T
    
 	 	






( )L is defined in Theorem 5, and the
matrices C and V in Theorem 10.
To construct an iterative process, we will further use another expansion from (39) of a weighted pseudoinverse into











( ) , which results in the iterative process [18]
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THEOREM 16. The iterative process (59) for 0    converges, and the estimate
| | | | | | | |
/ /
( )












1 2 1 2
(60)
holds, where q AA ACA B
BC
T
   
 	 	




















, and the matrix B appears in the definition of a weighted pseudoinverse according to the third condition
in (1) and the first condition in (2).
Remark 11. Since the nonnegative eigenvalues of a product matrix do not vary after a permutation of multiplicand




 may be an arbitrary


















. It is easy to verify that by virtue of (12) and (57), the matrix B
EE
 1 2/
satisfies the second condition in






, where the matrices X
k  1
are defined by (57), and the matrix C
EE

by virtue of (12) and






, where the matrices X
k  1









in (60), then formulas (58) and (60) will be identical.
Let us consider an iterative process for computing weighted normal pseudosolutions with singular weights. Suppose
x X f
k k
 , where the matrices X
k
are defined by (57). Then we obtain the iterative process [18]
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, and the estimate
| | | | | | | |
( )












holds, where q and the matrix C are defined in Theorems 15 and 10, respectively.
We can rearrange the iterative process (61) as














, , , , , . .    . .
To implement this iterative process, one should solve a system of linear algebraic equations at each iteration, and to
implement the iterative process (61), one should compute the matrix inverse to the matrix CA BA E
T
  once. The choice of
the iterative method will apparently depend not so much on the amount of computation but on the value of the error
introduced by the computations.
Let us then consider a technique of constructing iterative processes based on expansions into matrix power products
[15]. To this end, we will first use one of the expansions (40) of a weighted pseudoinverse into matrix power product
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which results in the iterative process [15]
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THEOREM 18. The iterative process (62) for 0    converges, and the estimate
| | | | | | | |A X q A








holds, where q is defined in Theorem 15, and the matrices C and V in Theorem 10.
Then, to construct an iterative process, we will use another expansion from (40) for a weighted pseudoinverse into
matrix power product
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which results in the iterative process [15]
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THEOREM 19. The iterative process (63) for 0    converges, and the estimate
| | | | | | | |
/ /
A X q A






 1 2 1 2
2
holds, where q and the matrices H and B are defined in Theorem 16.
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Let us consider an iterative process to compute weighted normal pseudosolutions with singular weights. Suppose
x X f
k k
 , where the matrices X
k
are defined by (62). Then we obtain the iterative process [15]
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, and the estimate









holds, where q and the matrix C are defined in Theorems 15 and 10, respectively.
Assume x X f
k k
 , where the matrices X
k
are defined by (63). Then we obtain the iterative process














( ) , ( )
( )
 { } ,
(65)




     , , , . . . ,1 2 0 ,
to compute the approximation to x

.
THEOREM 21. The iterative process (65) converges in 
n
C( ) , and the estimate
| | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
/ /
x x q A A x







1 2 1 2
holds, where q is defined in Theorem 16, and the matrices B and C appear in the definition of a weighted
pseudoinverse according to (1), (2).
Remark 12. As follows from the definition of q in Theorems 15 and 16, it decreases with increase in , and to
accelerate the convergence of iterative processes,  should be taken sufficiently large. However, as  increases, the condition
of the matrix E CA BA
T
  increases too, which is related to the accuracy of computation of the matrix inverse to the matrix
E CA BA
T
  . Therefore, the choice of  is of great importance in constructing and implementing iterative processes.
Remark 13. As we indicated above (Remarks 9 and 12), in computing weighted pseudoinverses and weighted normal
pseudosolutions with the parameter  in iterative processes, to accelerate the convergence of iterations, this parameter should
be taken as small as possible, and in case of parameter , this parameter should be taken as large as possible. Their values are
limited by an admissible computational error. In view of such properties, iterative methods can be called regularizing
iterative processes or iterated regularization methods.
Remark 14. As follows from estimates (22), (23), (29), (33), (36), (38), (41), (44), (58), and (60), the convergence of





, C A BAC
T1 2 1 2/ /
, B ACA B
T1 2 1 2/ /
, and ACA B
T
.
The paper [1] reviews the literature on direct and iterative methods of computing weighted pseudoinverses and
weighted normal pseudosolutions. Noteworthy are the papers [31–34], which contain some algorithmic results that use
weighted pseudoinversion with singular weights and consider problems of parallel computations for the algorithms proposed.
6. REPRESENTATIONS OF WEIGHTED PSEUDOINVERSES
IN TERMS OF OTHER PSEUDOINVERSES
Let us represent weighted pseudoinverses with positive semidefinite weights in terms of the Moore–Penrose
pseudoinverse and partial forms of weighted pseudoinverses [35].












 be symmetric positive semidefinite matrices that
satisfy conditions (2). Then weighted pseudoinverses defined by conditions (1) and (2) can be represented as
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The proof of Theorem 22 involves limit representations of the Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse [8] and weighted
pseudoinverse [10], the representation of a weighted pseudoinverse in terms of the coefficients of characteristic polynomials
of symmetrizable matrices (12), and Corollary 3.
Thus, we have obtained a representation of a weighted pseudoinverse with singular weights in terms of the
Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse for a rectangular matrix (formula (66)) and two forms of symmetric matrices (formulas (67)
and (68)) and in terms of partial forms of weighted pseudoinverses for four forms of symmetrizable matrices (formulas
(69)–(72)) and two forms of symmetric matrices (formulas (73) and (74)). Note that formula (66) was obtained [2] in a
different way. Formulas (66)–(68) can be used, for example, to compute weighted pseudoinverses using an application
package if it includes programs for computing the Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse and the root square of a symmetric
positive semidefinite matrix.
7. SOLVING CONSTRAINED LEAST-SQUARES PROBLEM
In some studies (for example, [5, 36]), ML-weighted pseudoinverse is used to represent a solution of some constrained
least-squares problems, L-pseudosolution [37], and Lg- pseudosolution [38].
















for the matrix A is defined by the relationship [5, 26, 36]
A E LP L MA M P E MA MA
ML EE EE EE
   
 	  	( ( ) )( ) , ( ) . (75)




is a solution of the following problem: find














In the general case, the solution of problem (76) is nonunique. The studies [5, 26, 36] specify the uniqueness
condition for the solution of this problem.




satisfying the system of matrix equations
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(77)
provided that
rk BA rk A rk AC rk A
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It was established in [11] that if the conditions
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, ( ) , ( ) ( ), ( ( ) ) k A( ) ,
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
0 0 0 0    , ( )79
are satisfied, the ML-weighted pseudoinverse (75) is a weighted pseudoinverse defined by (77), (78).
We should construct the solution techniques for solving constrained least-squares problems and problems of
computing L-pseudosolutions (Lg-pseudosolutions). To this end, we will use the regularized problems and iterative methods
constructed and analyzed in Secs. 4 and 5, respectively, to compute weighted normal pseudosolutions and conditions (79)
under which ML-weighted pseudoinverses coincide with weighted pseudoinverses with singular weights.
In the present paper, we consider only a least-squares problem with linear equality constraints and a least-squares
problem with quadratic inequality constraints. For the statements and solution techniques of other constrained least-squares
problems, see [5, 10, 11, 14, 21].
Let us first consider a least-squares problem with linear equality constraints [5, 26, 36]
min | | | | , |
f
E




 { }. (80)
We assume that the system Lf h is simultaneous and
N K N L( ) ( )  { }0 , (81)
where N Q( ) is the null space of the matrix Q. Then [5] there exists a unique solution of problem (80). Moreover,
assume that the matrix K K
T
is singular and the condition rk L K K rk L
T
EE
( ( ) ) ( )

 is satisfied for it. Then by virtue of
(79), the solution of problem (80) is determined by the formula [5]


















of normal pseudosolutions of two problems:
(i) find a weighted normal pseudosolution of system Lf h
( )1






 ( ) (or find the ML-weighted normal pseudosolution of this system with M E and L K ) and (ii) find a
normal pseudosolution of the system KP g
L
 . Then the regularized problems constructed in Sec. 4 to compute weighted







example, based on Theorem 7 for the approximate computation of f
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and for the computation of f
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, we have the iterative regularizing process (  0,   0)
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and for computation of f
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, the iterative regularizing process (  0,   0)
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The methods to solve problem (80) were proposed in a number of studies. For example, a weighting method is
proposed and analyzed in [26, 39], an iterative weighting method in [40], regularized problems in [10, 19, 27], iterative
methods in [11, 14], iterative regularization methods in [18, 19, 21, 29], and computer-algebraic procedures to solve problem
(80) are developed in [41].
Let us consider a least-squares problem with quadratic inequality constraints [5]




Kf g f f N L L

	   

 { } , (87)
and a special case of this problem









 { } . (88)
As shown in [5], when 0  

 | | | |K g
EN N
, where N L L
T
 , and conditions (81) are satisfied, problem (87) has a
unique solution, determined using ML-weighted pseudoinverses, which yields the formula










to compute this solution provided that conditions (79) are satisfied, where x
*
is a solution of problem (88) with
A KL P E L L Q E KP KP b Q g
EC L EE N L L EE N
  	  	 
  
, , ( ) , . (90)
To solve problem (88), efficient methods are developed (see, for example, [42, 43]). If the solution of problem (88)



















and of the normal pseudosolution of the problem KP f g
L
( )2
 . Therefore, to compute approximately f
*
, one may use
(accurate to the notation) regularized problems (83), (84) and iterative processes (85), (86).
In conclusion, note that L-pseudosolution [37], Lg-pseudosolution [38], and coupled normal pseudosolution [29]
under some assumptions can also be represented by the sum of a weighted normal pseudosolution and an ordinary normal
pseudosolution (see [36]); to solve them approximately, SLAE (83), (84) and iterative processes (85), (86) can be used
(accurate to the notation).
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